
Part No. Product Width Max user weight Length Height Arm rest  
(internal dimension)

56-304 Bure Space El, 125 mm castors  78 cm 150 kg  79 cm 90-130 cm 25-50 cm

56-304/75 Bure Space El, 75 mm castors  78 cm 150 kg  79 cm 85-125 cm 25-50 cm

56-307 Bure Space Gas, 125 mm castors  78 cm 150 kg  79 cm 90-130 cm 25-50 cm

56-307/75 Bure Space Gas, 125 mm castors  78 cm 150 kg  79 cm 85-125 cm 25-50 cm

Technical specifications  CE marked according to MDD 93/42/EEC.

All walkers may be ordered with 75, 100 or 125 mm castors – specify when ordering. Examples of possible variants shown below.
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We're extending our popular Ortho range with Bure Space 
to provide extra room to get right up close to a wheelchair or 
similar. The base frame has been made wider and the internal 
width extended to 67 cm. Just like Bure Ortho, Bure Space 
has increased walking/legroom. Bure Space is available with 
electrically operated or hydraulic height adjustment.

Bure Space

EL | GAS

Waterproofing
Electrical systems have 
IP65 protection and can 
cope with running water

Ergonomic handles
Stepless adjustment 
in every direction. 

Easily reachable hand controls
Located so that both of the car-
er's or user's hands 
can easily reach them.

Stable
The walker has anatomical 
cushions that provide relief 
for shoulders, arms and the 
neck.

Flexible stepless adjustment
This makes it easy to pre-set 
the walker to the desired 
height.

Brakes and directional locks
Located so that the user can 
reach them from the walking 
position

Low minimum height.
Only 85 cm (when 75 mm 
wheels are used).

Height-adjustable handles 
See accessories. 

Open design
Provides the same stability 
but with greater room for 
manoeuvre.

Unrestricted room for  
manoeuvre forward.
Users with contractures and patients 
with full leg casts can keep their legs 
straight and still bring the walker 
close to them.


